Roy-Fisher Associates, Inc.
November 5, 2009
Betsy Heartfield, Director
The Pavilion at Jupiter Medical Center
1230 S. Old Dixie Hwy
Jupiter, FL 33458
Ms. Heartfield,
Thank you for your hospitality and collaboration as we conducted the October 2-5 Post-Occupancy Evaluation.
Your leadership and The Pavilion’s participation helps us examine outdoor environments in healthcare, assess
their value, and develop better standards of practice for this service. The POE broadens our research in healthcare design and helps educate administrators, families, and donors on improving the environment of care with
therapeutic outdoor spaces.
I encourage you to share this document with The Pavilion’s healthcare community in order to demonstrate how
an exceptional collaborative effort by donors, volunteers, staff, and administrators increases the quality of life
for residents and patients. This is a great opportunity to acknoweldge the generosity and hard work of those who
make these outdoor spaces a supportive environment and facilitate outdoor visits with residents. This document
is nothing less than a celebration of the spirit of care
Sincerely,
Chris Garcia
Review Tools Used
A. Cooper Marcus, Clare and Carolyn Francis. People Places: Design Guidelines for Public Open
Space. “Chapter 8: Post-Occupancy Evaluation.” John Wiley & Sons: 1997
B. Chris Garcia; B.A. Landscape Architecture, UC Berkeley; Healthcare Designer and Consultant, RoyFisher Associates. Chris is a healthcare designer and researcher who was not involved in the planning and design of Pavilion’s outdoor spaces. Chris has studied, visited, and conducted evaluations
on therapeutic gardens and healthcare campuses across the country, including: Acute care hospitals,
children’s hospitals, cancer centers, burn centers, senior care homes, and integrative health centers.
Chris can be reached by email (chris@roy-fisher.com) or by phone (510.599.4235) if you have any
questions or comments about this POE or the design of therapeutic outdoor environments.
Chris Garcia, Healthcare Design Consultant
Sprout: Roy-Fisher Associates, Inc.
Landscape Architecture and Land Planning
381 Tequesta Dr.
Tequesta, FL 33469

Design Background

Background
The Pavilion is a 120-bed assisted-living home and rehabilitation
center in Jupiter, Florida. The facility offers palliative care to longterm residents and rehabilitation therapy to individuals transferred
from Jupiter Medical Center.
The Pavilion’s residents cope with a range of cognitive diseases
and physical disabilities. Many of the residents have a history of
Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, stroke, anyeurism, diabetes, low vision, and physical impairment. Most residents are non-ambulatory
and rely on a wheelchair and the assistance of family, staff, and
volunteers to get around the facility and go outside.
Design Process and Funding
Roy-Fisher Associates developed the master plan in 2001. The
design team consulted with The Pavilion’s director, hospital foundation, a horticultural therapist, rehabilitation staff and patients to
determine how design features could support the facility’s medical
protocol. The designed outdoor spaces were built over a period of
eight years through facility support, private donations, municipal
grants, and volunteer work. Roy-Fisher Associates supported fundraising efforts by finding grants, creating a brochure, and educating
facility directors on the benefits of evidence-based design. All but
one of the originally planned spaces were eventually built through
this fundraising effort.
Design Intention

Figure 1-1 and 1-2
A before-and-after of a courtyard space next
to the main entry. Pofuse shade plantings
and benches replace the glare and emptiness of a space once filled with wood chips.
Before implementation of the master plan,
most of The Pavilion’s outdoor spaces were
inaccessible and visually unappealing.
Figure 1-3
Entry Courtyard Schematic Sketch
A figure-eight path with a profuse and sensorial plant pallettte creates a simple and accessible layout connected to the main entry.
Figure 1-4
Master Plan
A strolling path connects a series of outdoor
spaces with recognizable outdoor fetures as
landmarks.

A series of connected gardens emphasize four therapeutic outcomes based on Roger Ulrich’s Theory of Supportive Gardens:
1) Sense of Control - Choices to sit in sun or shade, in groups or
alone. A continuous pathway unifies the outdoor areas, allowing
access from multiple locations. Residents and patients can choose
where and how far into the gardens they wish to explore.
2) Exposure to Nature - A bird garden, raised water garden, and native plantings along a large pond provide wildlife habitat. Primary
social spaces are oriented to feel predominant southeast breezes.
3) Exercise - Winding paths encourage patients and staff to stroll or
explore in wheelchairs. Benches and features such as water fountains provide subtle “goals” to reach.
4) Social Support - Places for people to group with spatial considerations for wheelchairs. Focal points that facilitate conversation.
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Planning and Accessibility
Accessibility and visual awareness are central considerations for
exposing elderly residents to Ulrich’s four principles of supportive
outdoor spaces. The Pavilion’s master plan locates two outdoor
spaces at the main entrance of the building and a series of connected outdoor spaces at the back entryways of the facility, along
the east and north sides of the campus. These designed spaces are
readily accessible from key locations inside the building.
Main Entrance
Adjacent to the parking lot, two distinctly planted courtyards on
both sides of the main entry awning immediately capture a visitor’s
attention. On the north side of the entry, a trellis with dense vines
defines a rectangular seating courtyard. A strategic opening through
the vine foliage frames a large tiered fountain that cues the visitor
by sight and sound. The vine trellis screens this private space from
the parking lot while creating an outdoor viewing room for an interior waiting lobby with floor-to-ceiling windows. Two corner
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benches are designated as private smoking areas. The fact that the
facility provides this pleasant outdoor space as a smoking area
is exceptional and demonstrates a sympathetic understanding of
staff and residents who choose to smoke out of stress or habit. Too
often, “smokers” are banished to bleak locations, which can actually increase the incidents of smoking in the private spaces of nonsmoking outdoor locations.
Across from this smoking area, on the opposite side of the main
entry, a short concrete path directs the eye to a bench. The bench
faces a half-hidden garden tucked between a three-sided building
enclave with adjacent resident and administrative room views. A
single specimen palm, large perimeter shrubs, and colorful foliage
provide shade and visual interest in this room-like setting. A wide
figure-eight path invites wheelchair users and divides the courtyard
into two areas. At the back end, two benches tucked between plantings face a blue bowl of gently spilling water. This water feature
distracts attention from the variable hum of a rooftop HVAC and
promotes a calming effect that one resident told me “will knock
you out, it’s so soothing.”
In tandem, the two entry courtyards create a calm transitional space
symbolic of patient-centered care. While most medical facilities
adorn their entry grounds with annuals, manicured plantings, and
attractive plants as a display of care, The Pavilion takes this message further by defining two inhabitable spaces that offer choice.
The smoking courtyard and the meditative “room” both offer
privacy, profuse plantings, and a tranquil water feature. Symbolically, the equality of these two attractive spaces respectfully invite
residents, families, and visitors to be participants in their own
health outcomes, through their own health choices, and not merely
clients for which the facility bestows care.
Series of Connected Outdoor Spaces

Figure 1-5
A framed opening through the vines directs
attention to a fountain while approaching the
main entry.
Figure 1-6
Benches in the “meditative courtyard” face a
blue bowl of spilling water that distracts from
a HVAC and encourages relaxation.
Figure 1-7
A resident wheels independently along the
strolling path’s series of outdoor spaces.
Figure 1-8
Circulation Map
Large social spaces are strategically placed
near entrances while smaller private spaces
are distributed off of the main strolling path.

A strolling path connects a series of six social and private spaces
along the east and north sides of the campus. The two back entries
into the outdoor spaces correspond with the indoor circulation of
daily living inside the facility. Strategic patio locations outside of
a primary residential hallway and adjacent to a rehabilitation room
and future dining room, promote routine outdoor visits. The series
of six outdoor spaces include:
1) Courtyard
The primary entrance to the first of six outdoor spaces is a solid
white door near the end of the main entry hallway labeled “courtyard.” A push-button automatically opens this inconspicuous door
from a major corridor of shared resident rooms and into a staid
stairwell. Twelve feet away, another solid white door must unfort3

unately repeat this push-button process to enter a covered patio.
The patio overhang is a transitional indoor/outdoor space that provides shelter from inclement weather and mediates daylight. The
eyes of older adults take about 5-to-10 minutes to adjust from low
level indoor lighting to bright outdoor sunlight. Moveable chairs
along the wall and a table define the patio as a social space where
staff, residents, and visitors can gather to snack, socialize, and enjoy the view without walk directly into the courtyard space.
The courtyard proper is defined by a circular path that circumambulates around a tiered fountain surrounded by manicured hedges
and lawn. A quarter of the way along each side of the circular path,
at the perimeters of the space, two umbrella tables with moveable
chairs create popular social nodes for those who are too weak,
uncomfortable, or visually impaired to travel far into the outdoor
spaces. One table is designated as a smoking area and is a popular
destination for residents and staff who wish to socialize. The courtyard is surrounded by two stories of resident rooms on three sides.
The circular layout and fountain focal point provide an easilycomprhended space to stroll around or view from surrounding bed
room windows. The well-defined perimeter of the space, formed by
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the building and planted buffer, creates a benign and secure envirionment for residents to enter. This initial condition is important
because some independent residents with dementia feel insecure or
even frightened about wandering beyond the built environment to
the more open perimeter campus spaces. These residents wheel to
the end of the circle and look out toward the pond fountain but will
not travel any further down the more open walk without assistance.
2) Pond Enclave

1

2

3

The circular courtyard leads to two short linear paths separated by
a planting bed strip. These paths connect with a half-circular concrete path that provide two choices for entering or passing a long
pond enclave. The right path passes a circular space with a monumental urn of dense plantings, originally intended for wheelchair
gardening, and enters the concrete enclave from the south end. The
left path allows direct access to the strolling path or entry into the
linear pond enclave from the north end.
The linear pond enclave is a 12 x 40-foot brick patio with views to
a pond and fountain. A green three-foot chain linked fence safely
separates users from the pond embankment. Two wheelchair accessible picnic tables at each end and everal movable chairs and tables
form an adaptable social setting that accommodates a range of
abilities. Groups larger than three often arrange the chairs in circles
while those in pairs orient their chairs toward the geyser-like
fountain at the center of the pond. Many of the residents and their
visitors feel that the pond enclave is the only place in or outside of
the facility to gather with one another and have an “old-fashioned”
chat. The duck’s, fountain, breeze, and large shade trees promote
conversation, comfort, and long visits.

4
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3) Gazebo
Continuing past the pond enclave, a small circular roundabout
allows individuals in wheelchairs to return to the pond or circular
entry courtyard. A side bench and planting at the center of this path
circle defines a private node for resting. The roundabout marks a
transition from two social gathering spaces to a 5-foot wide brick
path with a series of more private areas. The gazebo is the first of
three cadently spaced destinations to rest, relax, or socialize.
The gazebo is oriented 45 degrees from a right angle in the twostory building, about 30 feet from the roundabout. Two large shade
trees create an attractive context for the shade structure. The wooden structure is detailed with familiar cuts, railings, and a stacked
rooftop that give it a recognizably residential appeal. The short 5%
ramp incline and 31-inch handrail spacing offer potential walking
and balancing exercises for patients and residents. Inside the 15 x
15-foot octogonal structure, built-in corner benches and railings
promote comfort for sitting, standing, or napping. However, the
plastic table and chairs are more appealing for gathering to socialize or eat. The gazebo is a favorite spot among staff and families
who wish to escape the sterile and mundane medical setting. The
gazebo’s exposure to the prevailing southeast winds and shade support longer visit outside.

Figures 1-9 through 1-14
A series of six outdoor spaces provide familiar destination points for socializing and
resting. The cadent walk progresses from a
covered patio and secure courtyard setting to
a more open strolling path with distant views.
Three covered areas (patio, gazebo, dining
patio) and three open areas (pond enclave,
donor garden, trough node) provide alternative visual and thermal environments to
expeience the outdoors.
Figure 1-15 (above)
A gazebo is a familiar residential feature and
appealing social space that promotes long
visits outside. The farther a space is from the
entry, the more important it is to create interest and comfort prolonged inhabitation. The
simple placement of two large shade trees
distracts from the imposing building facade
and creates an appealing destination.

4) Donor’s Garden
The path segment between the gazebo and donor’s garden is the
longest stretch without a stopping point. The path wraps around the
facility and leads to the donor garden after a 120-foot distance.
At another right-angled corner of the building, a small looping alcove defines a central bird bath embedded in a mass planting. Two
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5-foot benches lie at either end of the alcove and represent the
most private outdoor spaces on the campus. The adjacent emergency room parking lot is buffered by the building set-back. A southern live oak and the building provide shade for thermal comfort in
an area that lacks a consistent breeze.
5) Water Trough Loop
The brick path continues 40 feet from the donor garden to the fifth
destination point (2nd from the dining patio entrance). A water
trough with a bubbling urn defines a looped seating area with two
benches. Although the sound is gentle and soothing, complete exposure to the sun, poor bench configuration, exclusion of fish in the
water garden and no handrail along the trough discourage use of
the space. This is unfortunate since the loop borders a picturesque
lawn area with three mature trees and beautiful shade patterns.
However, at the time of this POE, a construction fence blocked off
this area from the donor garden and staff mainly used this space to
eat at a shaded picnic table on the lawn or in the dining patio.
6) Dining Patio
The sixth space (or first when the new cafeteria opens) is a covered
dining patio that is directly accessible from the future cafeteria,
which is now staff meeting room. Fans, a barbecue, and movable
tables and chairs make it an ideal place to eat, socialize, or host
outdoor events. A mural depicting a local natural setting reconnects
the space with the greater South Florida context in a space tucked
between three walls of the building.
Carey and Elaine’s Walk

Figure 1-16
Carey and Elaine’s Walk
Nodes (roundabout), wayfinding cues (brick
configuration and distant views ahead),
landmarks (plantings, shade trees, parking
lot), and destination points (gazebo, water
features) define the pathway as a stroll that
facilitates movement from space to space.

A five foot brick strolling path memorialized as “Carey and

Figure 1-17
Differences in inner and edge path brick orientation helps facilitate guided movement and
safety for elders with impaired coordination.
Figure 1-18
The shaded blue picnic table in the cool grass
is more thermally inviting than the glaring
sunlit bench in Florida’s sweltering climate.
However, independent wheelchair users cannot safely role through the thicket of grass.
and exposed tree roots.
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Elaine’s Walk” unifies the outdoor spaces. Strolls are visual compositions of landmarks and destination points that facilitate movement through space. Carey and Elaine’s Walk incorporates destianation points (turnabout node, gazebo, donor garden, benches),
landmarks (shade trees, water features), and distant views (pond
fountain, parking lot, upcoming spaces). This dynamic experience
helps facilitate interest, walking exercise, and the feeling of being
in an open environment that is free from the close-quarter indoor
spaces. Strolling promotes reality orientation and a sense of independence for more mobile residents.
The material details of a wheelchair accessible path is a key specification for promoting safety. The brick pattern of the walk helps
guide movement along a relatively narrow 5-foot path. A longitudinal brick orientation directed toward the spatial progression of
the path and a contrasting horizontal band at the edges help keep
wheelchairs and walkers near the center of the path. For concrete
paths, the edges can be a lighter color to achieve this same visual aid. This is especially important for elders who walk with
a stooped posture and therefore are more focused on the ground
plane than the surrounding and upcoming environmental cues.

Figures 1-19
A turn in the path to a hidden space facilitates exploration and a sense of freedom and
control not found inside the confined facility.
The turn also sets-up the expectation of entering a more private space, distanced from the
social gathering spaces for those who wish to
be alone .

During surveys, a group of family companions and several residents indicated that wheelchair users frequently strayed off the
4-foot concrete path that leads to each side of the pond enclave.
However, no one reported seeing this occurence on the five-foot
brick path, indicating the importance of path width, materiality, and detailed visual cues. Glare must also be minimized by an
earth-troned hue so that the eyes can remain focused on the path
with mithout strain. The bricks along Carey and Elaine’s walk are
multi-hued adding an element of visual variety to the ground plane
and a perceived movement and progression in the material detailing of the path itself.

The brick orientation and slightly different
hues among each brick add a sense of movement and progression and encourages focus
on the groud plane for those wheelchairing
down the center of the path.
Figure 1-20
Water Trough
Raised water features invite special interest
because the observor can stand while viewing
the water and “mini-ecosystem” up close.
However, for residents who are physically
weak and have difficulty standing-up or balancing, a handrail is necessary to make this
focal point a destination. A handrail and more
shade seating oriented to the water feature
and opposite lawn trees can help make this a
universally accessible space.
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Thermal Comfort / Sensory Delight
Thermal comfort, safety and accessibility are interelated in the
promotion of outdoor visits. Residents and families gravitate to and
occupy the areas that offer the most respite from the hot and humid
Florida climate. These spaces are composed of large shade trees or
shade structures, places exposed to the prevailing southeast winds,
and those with a view of a cool water feature. Aged adults have
lower skin conductance, decreased ability to perceive dehydration,
and impaired visual acuity. However, even the residents who have
difficulty speaking expressed delight from the southeast breeze,
pond fountain mist, and large shade trees.
Although most residents noted the shade and breeze, many of the
residents and visitors indicated that access to sunlight was also a
major draw and knew about its beneficial health effects such as
vitamin-D production and positive effects on mood. A son visiting
his elderly mother told me that the indoor air conditioning was too
cold for her skin and she was more comfortable in the warmth of
the outdoor humidity and partial sun.

Figure 1-21
Picturesque shade patterns and a lush lawn
provide visual comfort. An accessible path
with rest areas in locations such as this
one promotes thermal comfort and outdoor
visits.
Figure 1-22
Direct exposure to the sun is beneficial for
vitamin-D production and stronger bones.
However, sunlight can only be withstood
for a few minutes at a time in the hot florida
climate. Glare and long wave radiation from
hot brick and concrete surfaces add to the
discomfort.

The two covered patios at each entryway, pond enclave, gazebo,
and donor garden were areas that combined shade, wind, and water
to create thermal comfort. The covered patio that enters the circular
courtyard shades the sun and incorporates ceiling fans and beverage dispensers to make-up for the lack of a breeze in this protected
space. The coolest area is the pond enclave horizontally oriented
toward the prevailing breeze which runs over a retention pond and
fountain, providing cool air and occasional mist to the social setting. The spacing between two large trees behind the enclave and
the still air trapped inside the courtyard helps facilitate the strength
of this air flow through convection (higher to lower air pressure).
This dynamic demonstrates the importance of utilizing microclimatic factors to facilitate comfort and patterns of use. Small courtyards surrounded by multistory buildings are thermal pockets that

Figure 1-23
Pond Enclave
Shade and a comfortable breeze flowing
over a cool retention pond promote comfort
and long group visits.
Figure 1-24
Bioclimatic Map
An alternation between warm walks and
cool destinations of respite creates thermal
contrast and perceivable comfort. Noise
and complete exposure to the southern sun
discourages use.
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trap heat because they block the crossflow of wind at ground level.
This makes fans, shade, water features, and drinking fountains vital
in these outdoor “rooms,” all of which are features incorporated
into the patio and circular courtyard.
Two of the most subtle reasons the outdoor spaces draw a consistent flow of users are because of an alternation in thermal microclimates and the mediation of mechanical system noise. The thermal
transitions from sunny or wind protected spaces to more exposed,
breezy, and shady spaces maximizes the amount of perceived
comfort. In a consistently humid Florida climate where it is still
hot in the shade, these thermal transitions provide comfort through
relative contrast. The series of outdoor spaces optimize a thermal
cadence, with warm walks exposed to sun and cool respites covered in shade.
The sounds and auditory stimuli in the outdoor environments were
a major draw to the garden. Many residents and visitors referred to
the sounds of the fountain, birds, cars, helicoptor, sirens, and leaf
flutter as conducive to a tranquil but lively setting. However, the
annoying hum of a mechanical systems is less pleasant. Fortunately, HVACs are only found at the two main entry spaces and the
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dining patio. Water features and natural distractions tend to drown
out any fixed perception of this alternating hum. The most highly
used outdoor spaces are out of range from HVAC noise.
Furnishings
A variety of outdoor furnishings promote individual and group
seating arrangements and adaptable choices of location and orientation. Different materials and furniture dimensions accomodate
a range of body-types and comfort levels. Furnishing typologies
include wooden benches, picnic tables, movable plastic chairs and
tables, metal umbrella tables, and cusioned metal chairs.
The covered entry patio provides several moveable metal chairs
and a table for residents who are too weak or uncomfortable to
travel further into the outdoors. These chairs have comfortable cusions and are oriented to the central fountain and courtyard.
Within the circular courtyard, the umbrella table designated for
smoking is a major social node for residents and staff. The ability
to set objects such as beverages on the table, dispose of cigarettes
in butt dispensors, and nearness to the entry promotes comfort,
ease of access, and gatherings of two, three, and four over time, as
residents and staff come outside.
Wheelchair accessible picnic tables and movable chairs and tables
allow users to create their own space at the pond enclave. Lightweight plastic tables and chairs allow users to choose where to
sit, who to sit next to, and in what direction and is the seating
type most conducive to social gatherings. On one occasion, three
residents and their companions configured the chairs into circle in
order to facilitate a conversation. Many of the family companions
surveyed perceived this area as the “meeting place” where you

Figure 1-25
Light-weight movable furniture allow for
adaptable seating configurations.
Figure 1-26
The cusioned seats and ceiling fans are conducive to resident naps under the entry patio.
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could visit the “old-fashioned way.” Many acknowledged that they
would not have the same opportunity to meet in the more dispersed
and confined interior spaces.
Garden benches are found throughout the stroll at an average of
every 60 feet. This average could be cut down with a couple more
well-spaced benches to accomodate patients and residents with low
stamina. Even wheelchair users use the benches as stopping points
to rest their feet or stretch their legs after idle hours in a wheelchair
or bed and lay back to rest in the shade.
Furnishings that are not movable such as wooden benches and
picnic tables should always have the same standard of quality as
indoor furnishings. It is important that any donated furnishings
be evaluated based on comfort and durability. A bench next to the
trough had a splintered backing and was a little shaky. Furnishings
must be checked frequently to ensure safety.
While outdoor spaces at most senior care facilities tend to emphasize chairs and benches, the Pavilion also incorporates several picnic tables, metal tables, and movable plastic tables. The ability to
set beverages, food, and personal items on a table promotes comfort and use. Trash receptacles should be placed near frequently
used tables to ensure that trash is not left behind.
Plant Material
Two outdoor spaces have a profuse variety of plantings while the
others rely mostly on mature specimen trees and shrubs to promote
interest. The meditative courtyard at the main entry of the building has the most profuse and verdant plantings of any space. Three
benches tucked into alcoves of lush plantings create a sense of
Figure 1-27
Although wheelchair users do not sit on the
benches, they often use them as stopping
points to rest and stretch their legs on the
seat.
Figure 1-28
Residents and their family companions visit
in a circle by the pond fountain and comfortable breeze. This two-hour unplanned meeting would otherwise not take place inside
a confined indoor setting where residents
share cramped rooms. Movable chairs,
tables, and wheelchairs allow groups to
configure an arrangement that best facilitates
social interaction or rest.
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privacy in the midst of surrounding bedroom windows. Colorful
foliage and large pots with flowering perennials bring intricacy
and interest to the space. A large palm provides a sense of place
with overhead cover and changing shade patterns. Resident rooms
adjacent to this courtyard appear to have views to a lush botanical
garden rather than a courtyard in front of the parking lot.
The passage between the dining patio and water garden trough
also incorporates a variety of plant types including arching shrubs,
a purple Jacaranda, ferns, and water plants. Several residents and
visitors mentioned these plants as particularly memorable and
wondered what their names were.
Large shrubs and trees near the two-story building help mediate the glare of the white facade and bring the imposing walls to
a human scale with dens overhead canopies. The trees around the
behind the pond enclave and around the gazebo are great examples
that distract from the building while providing lush canopy, wildlife, and framed sky views to second floor residents.
The pavilion’s variety of trees is the most established and interesting component of the plant palette. Large preexisting trees give
a sense of permanency to the outdoor spaces and provide dense
shade for thermal comfort. Palms planted in the protected front and
back entry courtyards have a residential appeal common to neighborhood streets. The two large trees at the pond enclave and native
shrubs around the pond are planted close together and have a wild
and natural look reminiscent of a state park. The large singular
shade trees and sculptural canopies along the stroll have a more
picturesque appearance that is reminiscent of the countryside. All
of these conditions bring a sense of place, familiarity, and transition to each outdoor space

Figure 1-29
Colorful surprises amongst verdant green
foliage add visual interest and fosters explration.
Figure 1-30
One of the residents expressed a sense of
fulfillment that a rose from her home that
she planted a year ago was doing well. She
checks on it regularly and waters it. The rose
died back at first but is now springing back
to life with leaves. Plants donated or brought
from home have added sentimental value
that create a familiar sense of home. Plants
also respond to nurture and can give a residents a sense of stewardship and self-worth.
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More flowers and interesting plants were the most requested additions to the outdoor spaces. Many residents are experienced gardeners and enjoy observing the changing flowers throughout the
year. At least one resident in particular regularly picked flowers at
the donor garden with her companion and put them in a vase in her
room. Many residents perceived the donor garden as the “flower
garden” although there are not many flowers that stand out here.
More nodes of flowers and plants selected for sensory attributes
such as scent, touch, and wildlife attraction would enhance interest
for residents. The most requested garden type, a butterfly garden ,
would incorporate more vibrant flowers with scent. The prevalent
purple flowers are one of the least likely colors to be noticed by
aging eyes. Nodes of yellows, oranges, and reds would stand out as
destination points for residents on a stroll.

Figure 1-31 (Opposite)
Large pots and profuse planting beds tuck
this bench into an alcove, creating a private
space for individual respite.
Figure 1-32
This resident and family caregiver stroll
along the walk 3-4 times a day and pick
flowers at the donor garrden for a vase in the
bedroom. Residents recognize flowers and
their meaning amidst other plant material.

Many of the residents and their families are not originally from
Florida and indicated that plant labels would help spark conversation and recognition. A short description on plant characteristics
would aid short-term rehab patients and their visitors in identifying
plants that they might want to include in their own yard. Botanical labels with the botanical and common name of plants in large
print on non-glare surfaces would help residents and families point
out certain plants. Additionally, a short description of plant characteristics or interesting facts would promote learning and facilitate
conversation. For those who are speech-impaired, such as stroke
patients, botanical signs are an opportunity to redevelop verbal
skills. Furthermore, Rehabilitation patients, visitors, and staff may
want to use some of the plants they see for their own yards. Botanical labels would be an engaging and simple way to promote more
interaction with the plant material.
Plant care promotes positive emotional responses to views of nature. Many of the residents were especially sensitive to dead plants

Figure 1-33
This large native shade tree gives a sense
of place and shelter to the pond enclave for
comfortable gathering.
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left in the ground. At least three residents individually pointed out
a dead shrub near the umbrella table on separate occasions. A visitor with a resident asked me if a palm by the pond was dying because some of the older fronds were turning yellow. Several of the
visitors and one resident were concerned about the health of one of
the two shade trees next to the pond enclave. This tree did not have
as many leaves as its counterpart. Any perceived deterioration in
plant material is symbolic of a lack of care or fading health which
have a metaphorical connection to the facility’s program of care.
Wildlife
The wildlife (ducks, birds, squirrels, butterflies) was one of the
main attractions that facilitated conversation near the circular
courtyard and pond enclave. Wildlife animates the outdoor spaces,
bringing a unique character and alternate world to the facility.
Watching the ducks was one of the most popular survey answers
for what people do in the outdoor spaces. The ducks were a source
of entertainment, especially for those in wheelchairs who have
ground level views of these friendly creatures. There were many
instances when “Momma Duck” brought here chicks around the
circular courtyard to the delight of residents. One time, the chicks
hopped through the cyclone fence to the pond and momma duck
could not get through and was “quacking with worry.” A visitor
helped her by raising the bottom of the fence with a stick and letting her through.
Flocks of egrets often fed on the grass circle. Lizards ran across the
paths as wheelchairs strolled through. Squirrels querulously chased
one another along the palms and fences. Butterflies fluttered

Figure 1-34
The retention pond attracts ducks, which
are permanent residents of The Pavilion. An
ecological landscape provides positive views
to wildlife and entertainment.
Figure 1-35
Ducks and squirrels are found in virtually
every Florida neighborhood. All the residents are familiar with these creatures and
find delight in watching them.
Figure 1-36
Visitors point out the ducks to their loved
ones as “Momma Duck” takes her daily
walk around the courtyard to “show off her
babies.”
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amongst the flowers. Hummingbirds danced amongst the flowering
trees and shrubs. These serendipitous creatures provided entertainment and fostered imagination in some residents and visitors. One
patient told me that he lives near a lake with ducks that are the
same kind as the ones in the pond. He told me they each have their
own personalities including the “loner outcast” and “beauty.” For
this patient, the ducks reminded him of going back home after rehab and we carried on a conversation about that prospect. Wildlife
can change the behavioral patterns of where people sit, what they
talk about, or even when they come out (after seeing the ducks
from a window).
The most important features for attracting wildlife to outdoor spaces are plants and water features. The pavilion includes five water
features, including the retention pond, which is the single most important integration for attracting wildlife. The retention pond was a
preexisting feature incorporated into the master plan. However, the
fountain was not in place to make it a visual landmark and there
was no accessible patio enclave to sit at next to the pond. This
pond is an exemplary integration between an ecologically sound
feature necessary for site planning in Florida and a healthcare facility whose residents can benefit from seeing life around them.

Figure 1-37
A flock of egrets collects bugs along the
circular loop.
Figure 1-38
The ducks and residents have a casual relationship that makes them mutual residents
of The Pavilion. “They’re friends,” as one
resident put it.
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Regional Identity and a Familiar Home-Like Setting
One of the main contrasts to the confinement and daily routine of
the nursing home environment is to reconnect with the facility’s
regional context. This is especially important for residents with dementia who may lose their sense of place or experience “sundowning” and become anxious to “go back home.” Resident in need of
reality orientation may respond to familiar elements reminiscent of
home-life or the regional landscape in which they grew up.
The Pavilion’s outdoor spaces incorporate several domestic elements that provide a sense of home. Whimsical garden lanterns,
angel statues, “buggy” stones, American flags, wind streamers, and
wooden garden benches are elements remeniscent of the residential yard. Materials such as wood and plastic furnishings rather
than metal and a brick path similar to the bricks of a suburaban
driveway rather than concrete also create a sense of home. These
elements help conjure long-term memories or at least make the
outdoor setting more comfortable and familiar. More children’s
elements could enhance the log-term memory recognition while
facilitating coversation.
At the campus level, unimpeded views toward the Jupiter Medical
Center parking lot and emergency room are cues that remind residents of their interconnection with the surrounding neighborhood.
When asking residents and visitors whether they would like to see
plantings along the fence to buffer the parking lot, not a single person supported the idea. For them, the building is confining enough
and the change to a more open environment was a major draw to

Figure 1-38
Whimsical lanterns and stone art bring interest to the ground plane.
Figure 1-39
A resident comes outside in her garden hat
carrying her American flag purse that incidentally matches the American fag staked
in the foreground. Famioliar elements such
as the flag and common domestic elements
such as the wind streamer in the background
help support a recognizable and familiar
environmnet.
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the outdoors. Residents liked watching and listening for cars, am
bulances, and helicoptors that come and go. Sounds such as planes
and the nearby train tracks are auditory cues that remind residents
of the nearby cities and geographic context.
At the regional level, a large mural along a wall next to the dining
patio depicts a South Florida beach with palm trees, ocean, and
birds completed by a local artist. The mural is perfectly placed at
the bottom edge of the roof canopy and through vines attached to
the posts, creating the impression of looking out to a view of the
beach. Art an underutilized medium for creating a sense of place
at nursing homes. Large glaring white facades would be better as
strategic mural views. However, it is important that art displays unambiguously positive scenes that due not facilitate a negative emotional reaction to residents, families, and staff who might already
feel stressed. Scenes of nature endemic to the area is an appropriate
genre for painting.
As previously discussed, native and familiar plantings reminiscent
of different landscape typologies can also reconnect residents to
past experiences. The wooden plank fence recently around the
lawn and trees next to the trough loop is a great example of how an
outdoor element can change the perception of a space. This fencewas installed for the renovation of the dining room and effectively
encloses the lawn area, from the emergency parking lot and driveway. The result is literally a backyard space with grass, trees, brick
loop, and patio barbecue. There is no other space on The Pavilion
campus that has a stronger sense of connection to the residential
backyard which may benefit residents in terms of memory and personalization of the space if residents are allowed to plant plants or

Figure 1-40
Views to the parking lot and surrounding
neighborhood context help promote reality
orientation and a break from the confined
and mundane indoor environment.
Figure 1-41
Murals and art can create views that a
medical facilities campus cannot offer. This
is a perfect example of how nan outdoor
space can visually remind residents of their
regional location with a recogniably Florida
landscape.
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place elements from home in this domestic setting.
Additionally, any history on how the outdoor spaces were built or
why might give residents a sense of pride in their outdoor spaces.
Some of the residents enjoyed giving me a tour of the outdoor
spaces and were able to talk about the history of the family of the
donor garden. A plaque describing such stories might help facilitate
conversation and interest among residents and visitors. However,
plaques should not “label” or put an air of ownership on any particular space but rather blend in with the plantings.
Maintenance and Safety
Overall, the outdoor spaces were well maintained with minor
maintenance needs. The director and facilities staff indicated the
need to power wash the cement paths that lead to the pond enclave.
A yellow-line that indicates a gentle but abrupt grade change along
the path will be repainted. Some of the brickd along the stroll
are uplifting and coulf become a tripping hazard over time if not
reset. The plastic top of a wooden picnic table at the pond collects
grime underneath the plastic and dispels use. Many of the residents
wanted the fountain in the circular courtyard to run for the sound.
This fountain should be repaired or replaced when funds allow.
Residents and families were very opinionated about the condition
of the plantings. The residents were especially sensitive to any
plants that looked morbid or had relatively few leaves. One resident planted a rose from her house behind the gazebo and commented that it almost died at first but now has “lots of leaves” and
even needs pruning every now and then. Regeneration, regrowth,
and care are important themes perceived in the garden on both a
visual and symbolic level.

Figure 1-42
Uncemented bricks are prone to uplift and
can impede walkers, create a rocky ride for
wheelchairs, and become a tripping hazard.
Figure 1-43
This narrow 4-foot concrete path is where
tmost residents are observed and reported
to stray off of the path and get stuck in the
grass. A five foot path with a lighter finish
at the edges or planting bed mounds would
help wheelchair users stay on the path.
Figure 1-44
This fountain is never run according to residents and is in need of replacement to create
a tranquil focal point in the courtyard and
from resident rooms.
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Scheduled and Programmed Outdoor Activities
A few of the residents were unsatisfied with the lack of variety offered by the activity program. Many residents requested that games
such as bingo and cards be brought outside to the picnic tables
when weather permits. Many wished that other residents would get
more involved in activities. Outdoor programs might attract more
residents and stimulate a more positive view of The Pavilion’s
scheduled and planned activities. An October calendar of events
in each hallway does not incorporate a single outdoor activity; not
even for halloween decorations or barbecues.
Three physical therapists surveyed indicated that they would use
a handrail for walking and balance exercises if one was available. The west edge of the pond patio was identified as a strategic
place for a waist high rail because of the level surface, linear edge,
pleasant shade and breeze. This opportunity would facilitate an
active program of care outside for physical rehabilitation. If more
sensory plantings were incorporated into planting beds, a horticultural therapy program would help bring immobile residents to the
outdoor spaces for one-on-one social and plant interaction with a
trained therapist’s active guidance.
Many of the residents were excited about the placement of the new
dining room adjacent to the exicting dining patio. More direct programmatic access to this covered space will encourage barbecues,
parties, and outdoor games.

Figure 1-45
A calendar in a living-quarters hallway
lists 31 days of October activities. Not one
lists an outdoor activity such as a barbecue
pumpkin art for halloween.
Figure 1-46
A decoration in the dining tent indicates that
a baby shower took place. Special occassions among family and staff can help bring
a sense of normalcy and celebration to the
facility.
Figure 1-47
Outdoor spaces are an adaptable medium for
gentle exercise and rehabilitation. Here, a
daughter who is a tennis instructor encourages her dad to bounce the tennisball to her
for exercise.
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Interior Views to Designed Outdoor Spaces
Interior views to the outside are a critical consideration in the promotion of outdoor visits. Eighty percent of resident room windows
have views to at least one designed outdoor space. These and other
strategic views from hallway living rooms, a future dining room,
and an entrance lobby promote outdoor visits through visual awarenss. Most long-term residents and rehab patients are too frail or
immobile to visit the outdoor spaces independently. Window views
directly in front of over half of resident beds provide a positive
distractions (nature, wild-life, people, traffic), awareness of temporal change, and promote garden visits.
The circular coutyard, pond patio, and walking path with a series of familiar landscape features along the entire east facade of
the facility are viewed from resident rooms and meeting lobbies.
Many residents indicated that they often come out when they see
their friends at a table or hear the emergency helicopter landing.
One resident that I befriended in an outdoor space knocked on
her window to get my attention and wave at me as I was looking
at the meditative entry courtyar. Visual access toward a changing
environment, including the surrounding medical campus and parking lots, creates points of interest that promote outdoor visits and
awareness.
Large window views bring nature and natural light into resident
rooms. Trees and shrubs planted along the building facade frame
views from the lower level while adding visually interesting canopies and filtered light to second floor windows. POEs conducted at
the legacy health system healing gardens in Portland indicated that
privacy is not compromised with open window views of a garden
setting. Residents prefer watching people and wildlife interact with
the outdoor environment through framed views rather than a view

Figure 1-48
This resident has a direct view of the profuse
botanical plantings of the meditative entry
courtyard. She tapped on her window upon
seeing me in the space and later escorted me
to her window view. “Isn’t that amazing!”
she exclaimed.
Figure 1-49
Sentimental objects on a windowsill such
as pictures and flowers picked outside can
prsonalize the window view and infuse it
with emotion.
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of a shrub blocking most of the view. A sense of privacy is more
dependent on the width of planting beds and distance from pedestrian corridors than window exposure. Eight-to-twelve feet of distance is a generally adequate buffer, which The Pavilion provides.
Windowsills are another opportunity to bring nature and personal
objects into resident rooms. The wide windowsills at The Pavilion
allow residents to place vases of flowers picked from the gardens
near their bedside. Family photos and objects from home add personal meaning to the windowsill, creating a composition of interest in conjunction with the outdoor view and temporal changes.
The windowsill becomes even more important at the second floor
where non-ambulatory residents have extra distance to get to the
outdoor entry and do not have ground-level views of outdoor
spaces. Here, interesting tree canopies, bird-feeders, and filtered
sunlight are vital sensory cues. A handrail under the windowsill
can help facilitate views down into the outdoor spaces from an
upright position.
Framed views from entries are another consideration that encourage outdoor visits. One resident with an advanced case of dementia was observed to stay near the entry and gently wheel back
and forth. She observed the space for 5 minutes before going out
further and stopping near the halfway point to look out toward the
pond fountain for another 5 minutes. She then finished encircling
the courtyard. Framed views into the outdoor spaces create a sense
of security and awareness for individuals with dementia. Distant
open views are more visually engaging than views of completely
enclosed outdoor spaces.

Figure 1-50
bedrooms oriented horizontal to the building
facade and beds with frontal window views
maximize exposure to the outdoors from
bedrooms.
Figure 1-51
The entry into the circular courtyard goes
through a stairwell and door with no indoor
views to the outdoor space. Awareness of
the courtyard is completely dependent on
window views, a hallway sign, and escorted
visits.
Figure 1-52
Framed views trough distant space promotes
a sense of security before entering a series of
outdoor spaces. This concept is related to the
theory that early humans strategically settled
on the pripheries of open spaces to safely
avoid attack from other animals or humans.
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Method
Over a four-day period in October, four hours of observations were
collected during noon, afternoon, and evening hours. Three sessions took place during weekdays and one during Sunday peak
hours. The weather was generally sunny to partly cloudy with
temperatures ranging from 80-90 degrees. Seventy-two people
total visited the garden during this period. Coding sheets were used
to document garden users in terms of demographics (who uses
the garden), traffic flow (where do people walk), and user activities (what are people doing and for what duration). The techniques
used to answer these questions were behavior mapping and behavior tracking while walking around the outdoor spaces along the
back end of facility.
Findings and Discussion
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

Figure 2-1
A resident in a wheelchair goes for a stroll
along the walk. Independent resident visits
were common and comparable to the amount
of residents accompanied by a visitor.
Figure 2-2
The pond enclave is the most popular gathering place for visiting. Eighty-five percent of
visitors who visited with a resident outdoors
did so at the pond.
Figure 2-3
Aggregate Activity Map
The three most visited outdoor spaces were:
1) The Umbrella Table
2) The Pond Enclave
3) The Covered Entry Patio.
Each received different types of visitors according to location and proximity to the entry.
Most staff and patients sensitive to the sun
and heat stay under the Patio. Most individual
residents congregated at the umbrella table
to smoke and socialize repeatedly throughout
the day. Visitors tended to take residents to
the pond, stroll, or gazebo to explore, sit, or
talk in a more open setting.

15%
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Graph A: User Groups in the Outdoor Spaces
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Table 1: Breakdown of Resident and Patient Visits

User Groups
Residents and patients were the primary users of the outdoor
spaces, representing nearly 40% of all users. Staff and visitors had
nearly equal representation, each accounting for 25-30% of users.
Rehabilitation patients, which are a minority at the facility, were
the least likely group to go outside; only 4 out of 72 were observed
during the 4-hour period.
While therapeutic gardens at hospitals tend to attract mostly staff
use, gardens at nursing homes, with their more permanent stays
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and less seriously ill clients, tend to attract routine resident use.
This means that the outdoor environment must be conducive to
frequent visits by older adults.
Twenty-seven of the 32 residents gravitated to the entry patio,
courtyard umbrella table, or the pond enclave. This series of three
spaces, which progresses from more sheltered and secure to more
open and exposed, facilitated regular visits by residents with a
range of abilities. For example, one resident in a wheelchair expressed to her husband that the sunlight was pretty but did not
wish to be in it. She wanted to stay under the cover of the patio and
look out instead. Another resident in a wheelchair who was nearly
blind could make her to the umbrella table through frequent visits
but would go no further. A woman with dementia liked to stroll
around the circular courtyard but seemed hesitant to stroll beyond
the secure courtyard setting. She would look-out toward the pond
fountain from the end of the loop instead. Most residents and visitors who wished to socialize would congregate at the pond enclave,
which was the destination point for most independent wheelchair
users who could stroll well beyond the entry courtyard. Spaces
were more likely to be utilized by certain residents based on distance and physical/mental ability.
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The use of the outdoor spaces over time indicates the importance
of outdoor space proximity to destination points inside the facility.
Overall, there is a steady flow of residents throughout the afternoon due to the entry patio’s location next to a well traveled livingquarter’s hallway. However, during the 11-to-12 lunch hour, staff
made-up over half of all users in the garden due to their ability to
walk to the circular courtyard from the distant cafeteria. Residents
were least likely to use the garden during the lunch hour with just
25% of users, of which only 10% were eating lunch. This observation correlates with survey data in which many of the residents and
their companions indicated that they typically make their first visit
outdoors after lunch. The distance from the cafteria and related
amenities such as trach receptacles and restrooms undoubtedly
played a role in this response. However, when the new cafeteria is
opened adjacent to the dining patio, this pattern will change profoundly.

Figure 2-4
Most of the residents who were too immobile to visit the garden on their own were
accompanied by family hired companions.
Companions typically brough residents out
more than once a day; in the morning, after
lunch, and sometimes before or after dinner.
However, most residents do not have the
privilege of a personal companion and rely
entirely on nurses and volunteers for visits.

Resident and patient use doubles after 12:00 and remains consistently high throughout the afternoon with over 50% of users.
Meanwhile, staff use is nearly cut in half after 12:00 and decreases
down to 10% after 5:00, when many staff leave work. Visitor use is
fairly consistent throughout the day, with a high of 30% after lunch
and dinner (prime visiting hours) and about 15% throughout the
rest of the afternoon.
It should be noted that the pavilion is a 120-bed facility. About 90
beds were occupied during the time of this POE. Twenty-two “first
time” resident users were observed visiting the garden over the
course of four hours. This means that nearly one-third of all the
residents came outside during observations. This is a significant
number but one that can still be improved with staff, volunteer, and
visitor help for less mobile residents.
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Graph C: Age Groups Visiting the Outdoor Spaces

Age Groups
Almost half of all outdoor users were over 60 years of age, reflecting resident use. Visitors, staff, and a few patients in their 30s, 40s,
and 50s accounted for all other users with the exception of a volunteer in her 20s. Most of the residents had sons and daughters in
their 40s and 50s while many of the staff were in their 30s and 40s.

Figure 2-5
These sad-looking painted stone “buggies”
were the most whimsical features found in
the outdoor spaces.Childhood features help
facilitate long-term memory for those with
Alzheimer’s disease.

Ergonomics, comfort, mobility, and exercise are crucial considerations for populations over the age of 50. Arthritis, osteoperosis,
lower visual acuity, decreased balance, less flexibility, and less
awareness of one’s environment are common conditions that arise
with age. Chairs and benches must be sturdy and have handrails
for those with limited balance. Seats should be no lower than 24
inches so that residents do not have to crouch down too far when
sitting and can stand-up without putting added stress on the knees.
Comfortable cusions and backings that curve with the upper and
lower back increase comfort and lead to longer stays for visitors
and residents. The Pavilions range of furnishings have these features. Cusioned chairs are placed under the entry patio where those
who have less physical mobility are likely to sit. All metal and
wooden tables have 31-inch heights for wheelchair access.
The consequences of lying or sitting such as urinary retention,
anxiety, boredom, depression, and disorientation are physical and
psychological patterns that can become more prevalent and critical
with age. Appetite, weight retention, behavior, and use of medications are often adversely affected when psychological issues arise.
Outdoor spaces supplement indoor activities to promote a positive
attitude and gentle exercise such as strolling or throwing a tennis
ball. There is considerable evidence that 5 minutes of gentle exer26
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cise is enough to produce a more positive mood while 10-to-15
minutes of exercise a day can increase strength and mobility in
older adults. The strolling path and exploration it facilitates among
residents is the most actively engaging feature for independent
exercise among residents. Older adults tend to stoop or look down
while walking or strolling in a wheelchair. The soft hue of the
multi-colored bricks and contrast in orientation between longitudinal bricks and horizontal edge bricks help decrease glare, keep
residents near the center of the path, and facilitate movement.
Otherwise, visitors and therapists must facilitate activities outside.
Access to water for hydration in the South Florida heat is vital for
allowing exercise to take place outdoors. A water barrel and cups
under the entry patio is well within sight and distance.
Only one young person in her 20s was tallied and no children.
In fact, of the four days that I conducted the POE, I never saw a
single child or teen. Whimsical outdoor features such as sculptures, colorful elements, play equipmant, and nets for catching
critters could make the Pavilion more appealing for family’s who
question whether to bring their children to a place they might not
understand, find scary or boring. The family members who were
surveyed expressed doubt that anything could change this pattern
besides occasional outdoor events such as barbecues and birthday
parties. However, older adults with Alheimer’s disease tend to retain their long-term memory well into the disease process and any
features reminiscent of childhood can spark familiarity and conversation. Even if no grandchildren are present, features such as safe
play equiptment and whimsical sculptures can conjure memories of
youth. None of the outdoor elements at The Pavilion express this
quality except for some barely noticeable stone “buggies.”
Time Spent in the Outdoor Spaces

Figure 2-6
Independent users generally spend less time
outdoors during visits than those socializing
with a visitor. However, individual user had
more repeated visits to the garden throughout the day.

Over 40% of all the users observed spent over a half hour in the
outdoor spaces. This is an exceptional percentage that is most
likely to occur at senior care facilities as opposed to more shortterm care facilities. Many amilies tend to visit their loved ones on
a weekly basis and want to spend the majority of that time in a
stimulative outdoor environmnet with privacy or the opportunity to
meet with other families.
Thermal comfort and moveable seating have a huge impact on
sustaining longer stays. Places where residents and visitors cansocialize through chance meeting also fosters longer stays. All of
the residents have shared rooms that are perceived as crowded by
many of the visitors surveyed. Sometimes, a roomate will have the
T.V. on very loud because they cannot hear, which mutes any attempt at conversation. A few visitors told me that air conditioning
inside was too cold for their loved ones and that the outside shade
and breeze were more thermally pleasing.
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Graph D: Time Spent in the Garden (Min)

Slightly more than 10% of users stayed less than 5 minutes. This
mostly represents staff and some residents on a smoke break.
Thirty percent of users stay between 15 and 30 minutes while the
other 30% stay less than 15 minutes. Those with shorter stays are
often habitual and repetitive outdoor residents who visited between
4 and 10 times a day to wander, check things out, or smoke. However, most residents with a visitor come to the garden to socialize
and spend considerable time there.

Figure 2-7
Both independent wheelchair users and those
with visitors made up a nearly equal proportion of outdoor users. The stroll is particularly conducive to resident exploration.
Figure 2-8
The breeze, shade, sense of shelter, and water features are elements that promote longer
stays and interest in an outdoor setting.

Research by Dr. Joanne Westphal suggests that patients who spend
more than ten minutes in a supportive outdoor setting show marked
improvements blood pressure, heart rate, weight, aggressive
behavior, and requested medications. Over 80% of the residents
who visit the outdoor spaces at The Pavilion spend more than ten
minutes there habitually, multiple times each day.
It should be noted that many of the residents observed over the
four days were habitual users which excludes about two-thirds of
the resident in the facility. Many of the residents and visitors noted
that immobile residents on the second floor almost never get outside unless staff or family take them, which is infrequent.
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Group Use
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Graph F: Individual v. Group Use

Independent residents in wheelchairs were the largest single users
of the outdoor spaces, accounting for about 60% of all users. Staff
on breaks were also likely to visit independently but made up a
only a fragment of the total individual visits. Independent staff users gravitated to the covered entry patio chairs, gazebo, or private
benches while independent residents went to the umbrella table,
pond enclave, or for a stroll.
2

Over 30% of all users went outside in pairs. Family comapanions
and residents formed nearly all of these pairs. Residents in these
groups included those who were to physically weak or immobile to
wheelchair outside by themselves.
Three groups of three were observed over the 4 hours observations.
These included two grouops of residents meeting at the umbrella
table and a pair of residents with a family companion at the pond
enclave.

3

4

No groups larger than three were documented. However, over
the course of my four day visit, many groups of four to six were
seen gathering at the umbrella table, pond enclave, and gazebo.
Groups of mobile residents tended to gather at the umbrella table
with occasional staff and family visitors. Residents and family
visitors were most likely to congregate at the pond enclave, which
promoted opportunities to socialize with other residents and visitors. Many family companions are regular visitors and know one
another. The moveable seating made it possible to sit in circles and
chat. On one occasion, three residents and three family companions
spent over 2 hours at the pond telling stories, laughing, and enjoying one anothers company in an unplanned but routine weekly
gathering.
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Conclusion

Graph E: User Activities in the Outdoor Spaces

User Activities
By far, the most popular outdoor activity was socializing. Seventyfive percent of users sat down and talked with one or more peers in
the outdoor spaces.

Figure 2-9
Montage of Group Seating Arrangements
Movable seating and a large social spaces
accomodatea 1) Independent wheelcahir
users 2) Two-on-Two cross conversations 3)
Private separation among individual groups
4) Large group cirles

Many family visitors take residents outside for visits.Social interaction might be the most important factor in stimulating residents
and facilitating a more positive mood. The outdoor features, wildlife, and sensory cues play a vital role in facilitating serendipitous
conversatiion. One visitor told me that the pond enclave and its
moveable seating was the only place on the campus where you
could have an “old-fashioned” concersation with residents and
other visitors, indicating that a sense of comfort and normalcy was
felt outside.
Smoking at the designated umbrella table was another common activity. Smokers were the most habitual users of the outdoor space,
often coming out three or more times a day to smoke. This activity is unavoidable. Only one visitor of those surveyed expressed
disapproval over the smoking table adjacency to the circular path.
However, residents and visitors can walk down the opposite side of
the circle to avoid the table.
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Opposite of conversation, the second most frequent activity was
sitting or resting quietly, mostly by individual users. Staff on
short breaks and independent residents who sat near the pond and
watched the ducks were often seen resting, napping, and taking in
the surroundings.
The ducks were a major attraction in the garden, promoting visits
from residents who saw the baby chicks through a window, sparking conversation, and providing entertainment. Many of the residents stated that they were friends and had their own personalities.
Over 30% of users sat at and watched the pond while just over
20% talked about or pointed out the ducks at some point.
Over 25% of users walked down the strolling path and back indicating the importance of having a series of connected spaces. Both
independent wheelchair users and visitors strolling their loved one
utilized the walking path. One companion ws obsereved strolling a
resident back and forth down the path up to three times and collecting flowers at the donor garden before resting at the turnabout or
pond enclave.

Figure 2-10
A tennis instructor facilitates a ball bouncing exercise with her father, a stroke victim.
Although there is an rehabilitation program
inside the facility, the outdoors are overlooked as spaces for active therapy. More
supportive features such as exercise handrails, ramps, and various walking surfaces
could be utilized by physical and occupational therapists.

Toward the latter part of the graph, two key activities are under
represented by the outdoor spaces. The first, eating, will significantly become more prevalent after the new cafeteria opens next to
the dining patio. Only about 12% of all users eat outside and nearly
all are staff. However, the most important activity that is lacking
is outdoor exercise and therapy. Only one family group was seen
over a series of three days to be using the circular concrete path to
bounce the ball to her dad, a stroke victim. Although physical and
occupational therapists were found to meet residents outside

Figure 2-11
Naps are common in private outdoor spaces
that are thermally pleasant.
Figure 2-12
Outdoor spaces offer the opportunity to
bring pets outdoors to interact with large
groups of residents. Therapy dogs are
commonly used at nursing homes to foster
companionship, interest, and conversation.
Figure 2-13
The pond fountain is a meditative focal
point that many residents and visitors quietly
observed from the enclave.
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through survey, this was only to bring them indoors to the rehabilitation room. When two therapists were asked whether they ever
conducted outdoor therapy, both indicated that they sometimes
bring weights out or walk a resident around who is being uncompliant but it is rare. Both supported the idea of including a handrail
on the west edge of the pond enclave for balancing and walking
exercises in a thermally comfortable space.
Conclusion
The sequence of connected garden spaces can be thought of as
nodes for certain circulation patterns and behaviors. Each space
accomodated different user groups depending on distance, comfort,
privacy, social setting, and views. A series of spaces and landscape
elements are memorable landmarks that draw people outside and
guide people through space. The consistent large number of visits
and long outdoor stays by residents and visitors attend to the comfort, safety, and accessibility of the built design.
Most residents engage the outdoor spaces through a passive therapeutic experience (viewing, strolling, resting, socializing). The
therapeutic experience could be enriched with an active program
of rehabilitative therapy, exercise, and outdoor activities in these
spaces. Strategically placed handrail, more sensory plantings, and
staff motivation are key to facilitating outdoor interaction among
residents and patients.
The lack of sensory plantings and absence of botanical labels
accounted for minimal people-plant interaction. About 15% of visitors and residents looked at plants or picked flowers. In comparison, a healing garden in Portland studied by the author had over
60% of the patients and visitors looking at, touching, and smelling
theplant material. Raised beds, botanical labels, specific garden
types, and sensory planting promoted this outcome.
It should be noted that the outdoor spaces at the main entry were
excluded from the activity mapping field work due to a low number of occasional visits by staff and patients. The dining patio and
trough area were also excluded due to a renovation and fence that
prevented residents from visiting this space. The residents without
family hired companions who could not make it from the bedrooms to the outdoor spaces are unaccounted for in terms of how
often they visit the outdoors. Nearly one-third of the total population of residents was observed in the outdoor spaces over 4 hours
of activity tracking.
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Method
Over a four day period in October, Users were randomly interviewed by the author using a series of seven questions. Representatives from every user group were interviewed with a focus
on residents and their visitors. Many of these interviews led to in
depth conversation, which provoked more thought and recommendations for the outdoor spaces. In all, 20 surveys were conducted,
representing 36 outdoor users including 16 visitors, 12 residents, 6
rehab patients, and 2 staff.
Findings and Discussion
TABLE 1
How often people visit the oudoor spaces
Frequency

Percent (n = 36)

More than once a day (range 2-4)
Once a day
Once every few days
Once a week

42
39
11
8

Eighty-one percent of those surveyed said that they visit the garden one or more times on a daily basis. Most people (over 40%)
came to the outdoor spaces more than once a day. This means that
habitual visits are being facilitated, especially during visits from
family members.
TABLE 2
Reported average length of stay per visit
Duration (minutes)

Percent (n = 36)

Less than 5
5-15
15-30
30-45
45-60
More than an hour

0
8
20
8
17
47

Reinforcing activity mapping observations, over seventy percent
of those surveyed reported typical stays of more than a half-hour.
Nearly 50% of users reported typical stays of one hour or more.
Only 8% stayed less than 15 minutes. This data reflects visitor and
residents who primarily visit in the garden rather than the staid and
shared bedrooms.
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TABLE 3
Why people visit the garden
Reason

Percentage of Total Users (n = 36)

Change of environment
(fresh air, sun, breeze, wildlife, break from room)
Socialize
Stroll/explore
Relax/peaceful
No staff around

78
39
33
14
11

Perception and contrast played a major role in facilitating outdoor visits according to those surveyed. About 80 % mentioned a
change of environment as a reason they came outside; a place comparatively different from the confinement, staff routines, noise, and
shared rooms in the facility. The fresh air, sun, breeze, and wildlife
were major attractions in creating this sense of change.
Socialization was the most common activity observed in the garden. It was also mentioned as a major draw to the outdoor spaces
by 39% of those surveyed. Strolling, which was not as common
among users during activity mapping was also mentioned as major
reason people came to the garden. Interestingly, only 14% said
they came out to relax or be at peace while the more active activities of strolling and socializing were nearly analogous responses.
This goes back to the most common response of a change of
environment. Te indoors are perceived as boring, sterile, and even
depressing. Residents and visitors are loking for a more active and
stimulatory setting when they go outside.
A significant proportion of users mentioned getting away from staff
as another reason for coming outside. Again, a change from the
daily care and dependency in the indoor environment is temporarily escaped by going outside.
TABLE 4
Favorite Outdoor Spaces
Space
Pond patio
Gazebo
All spaces
The walk
Smoking table

Percentage of Total Users (n = 36)
83
14
14
11
8

Resoundingly, the pond enclave was the favorite single space for
users to go, especially among residents and visitors. Eight in 10
people named it as their favorite spot. The fountain, breeze, shade,
ducks, and movable seating culminated to create a stimulative environment where people can gather outside of the facility.
The gazebo, “all spaces,” and the walk were mentioned analogously as other favorite places and features. For a few residents, the
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smoking table was a favorite destination, not so much to smoke but
to socialize with other residents on a daily basis.
TABLE 5
What people do on their visits to the outdoor spaces
Activity

Percentage of Total Users (n = 36)

Socialize
Stroll
Watch ducks/pond fountain
Look at flowers/plants
Smoke
Rest
Read
Eat

88
56
56
44
25
22
11
6

Nearly 9 in 10 users surveyed reported using the outdoor spaces
to socialize. Many of these visitors and residents felt that there
were limited opportunities to socialize indoors with shared rooms
and outside of facilitated activities. The fresh air, ducks, and open
environment helped facilitate conversation and comfort. Fortyfour to sixty-six percent of users reported strolling and observing
wildlife and plants when they came out. About one in four came
out to smoke or rest. Reading and eating were the actyivities least
reported. The more active activities that were not available or as
enjoyable indoors such as socializing or watching wildlife were the
main things people did outside. Activities common to the indoors
for residents such as resting, reading, or eating were not major
activities that people wanted to repeat in the outdoors.
TABLE 6
Reported mood change as a result of visiting the outdoor space
Perceived mood change

Percentage of Total Users (n = 36)

More stimulated, less bored and depressed
More calm, pleasant, less stressed
Reality Orientation, more responsive
Less confined, crowded

64
58
33
19

Although many of the moods reported are interelated, the one that
was most mentioned by visitors and residents was the stimulative change of environment that offered escape from the perceived
monotony and depression of the indoors. Sixty four persent reported this feeling of feeling more stimulated outside. A big reason
may by not so much the perception of confinement since only 1 in
5 mentioned this, but the fact that many residents are in their bed
or sitting idly in a wheelchair most of the day before thier family
visitors come. The pleasantness and calmness was mentionbed by
nearly 60% of those surveyed, reflecting visitors who felt the staff,
other residents, and medical atmosphere created a chaotic or unpleasant indoor environment.Surprisingly, a sense of less confinement was the least mentioned although one in five still mentioned
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this. However, a sense of confinement tends to create monotany
which is the opposite of how most people reported feeling after
coming outside to a more stimulative setting.
TABLE 7
What people would like to see changed or added
Activity

Percentage of Total Users (n = 36)

More flowers
Butterfly/shade garden
Handrail for exercise
Widen path after circular courtyard
More outdoor activies
More volunteers/staff to accompany residents
Botanical plant labels
More group seating
Picnic table on lawn at north side of pond and
under shade trees by trough circle
Vegetable garden
Better maintenance
Continue walk around south side of facility
Fish in trough
Extend sides of pond patio
Change institutional pond fence
Run circular fountain
Colorful pond lighting at night

67
28
28
22
19
19
14
8
8
8
8
8
5
5
5
3
3

By far, the amenity residents, visitors, and staff requested the most
were more flowers! This reflects the overall lack of interesting
plants with sensory qualities in most of the outdoor spaces. Only
the courtyard space on the south side of the main entrance had a
profuse variety of plant material with visual interest. However, the
back spaces where residents went outside had no major displays
of flowering and interesting plants except for the donor garden, a
main destination for many residents. About a quarter of respondants wanted a butterfly garden, which would incorporate more
flowers. A shade garden with interesting foliage such as hostas was
also requested for the pond enclave.
A handrail along the west side of the pond enclave was also requested by one in four users. Many visitors and physical therapists
expressed the desire to conduct walking exercises with the residents using a handrail for balance. The visitors also pointed out
that there was a 3 to 5 inch ledge along this edge and a handrail
would have an added safety benefit.
Another safety feature mentioned by 22% of visitors was a wider
path between the circular entry courtyard and pond enclave. Many
visitors have encountered incidents where an independent wheel
chair user would stray off the path and get stuck in the grasss. The
visitor then has to leave their resident to help them, a departure that
will sometimes upset the resident. Widening the 4-foot path one
foot or mounding the edges of the path with planting beds would
help keep wheelchairs on the center of the path. Comparatively, the
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five-foot brick path was not a problem according to visitors.
More outdoor activities and volunteers to accompany residents
outside were equally mentioned by about 20% of those surveyed.
One of the main disatisfactions among residents outside was the
lack of games and resident involvement both indoors and outside.
Proportionally, one of the main reasons for visitor disatisfaction
was the fact that many of the other residents who would like to
come outside can not because there are not enough volunteers and
most staff are too busy to bring them outside. The ability to facilitate outdoor activities in a comfortable setting will change once the
new cafeteria is opened next to the covered dining patio. This will
be the perfect location for outdoor games and events depending on
staff motivation to get residents involved.
TABLE 8
Satisfaction with Facility and Outdoor Spaces
Survey indicated

Percentage of Total Users Asked (n = 24)

Level of care is good, more satisfied
with outdoor space
Makes it easier with residents
Nurses are good
One of the nicer facilities
Need more volunteers to get residents out
Outdoor spaces have nothing to do with care
Staff are good about getting things fixed

79
38
21
17
17
8
4

Nineteen of the twenty-four visitors said that the level of care at
The Pavilion is very good and that the outdoor spaces make them
that much more satisfied with the facility. Almost 40% said it
makes visits with residents easier in terms of interaction and long
stays.
It is important to note that the residents surveyed were only asked
if they were more satisfied with the facility because of the outdoor
spaces. The answers received were otherwise unprompted, thus the
fact that these answers were even given are completely based on
the visitors’ experience and perceptions. The only negative things
mentioned by visitors were the need for more volunteers and the
fact that the level of care inside is not necessarily linked to the
outdoor spaces, although more planned outdoor activities would
better tie them together. For a couple residents, the fact that staff
listened to them when they asked for some maintenance to be done
in the garden and got things “fixed” went a long ways in developing appreciation.
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Testimonials
Change of Environment/
Familiar Home-Like Setting

Positive Quotations/ Perceptions
Residents and Family Companions
1. “We come outside to get a break from the room. He shares a
room and it’s not big.” -Wife and Resident
2. “The care here is spectacular. There’s always something to do...
But sometimes we need
3. “We come out here after lunch and dinner to go for a stroll
to get out of that room. I can’t do it! I can’t be in that room
for 4 hours at a time...She can’t really speak so it helps
her to recognize things, feel the breeze, and pick flowers.”
(Companion)...”It’s cool...nice breeze.”- Resident
4. “I hate being in there. It’s horrible. Real depressing. We driveup here from Hollywood and always spend a majority of the
time outdoors. She likes it out here. There’s more stimulus. The
nurses and people in there complain...it’s like being in a nut
house in there. It feels more free out here to get awy from in
there. We go wherever there’s no people, usually to the pond or
here in the gazebo.”- Two sons with their Resident Mom
5. “It’s beneficial that they have activities inside but when they
don’t, it’s more stimulating out here...My mother doesn’t like
the cold inside. She likes the warmth of outside. Anything
outside would always be better than what’s in there. It would
be horrible if all they had was what’s in there...They seem to be
attentive. It’s one of the better facilities.”- Two sons with their
Resident Mom
6. “Been a bad day. Finally woke-up, I woke-up. Got out!” (Resident wheels self for a stroll)

Furnishings

7. “Take it easy here. It’s a nice spot...I go to sleep at eleven.
That’s when I go to sleep...I’m tryin.” (Resident sits in wheelchair by pond).
8. “Can you add a ‘Tiki Bar?’ We could definitely get some use
out of that.”- “The Group”
9. “She can’t be in a room by herself. She’ll walk around and fall
so she has to be in front of the nursing station. Her and some of
the other residents just sit there. So we always come outside to
talk. It breaks-up the day”- Companion and Resident
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so she has to be in front of the nursing station. Her and some of
the other residents just sit there. So we always come outside to
talk. It breaks-up the day”- Companion and Resident

Thermal Comfort and
Sensory Delight

10. “Everyone’s made friends with everyone. We sit in a circle
usually and have an old-fashioned visit down here...there’s no
place inside to meet and talk...It’s really the only talking she
gets besides activities.”- Companion and Resident
11. “The blue pot with the fountain in front will knock you out! It’s
quite soothing.”- Resident
12. “We actually use the gardens more in the summer because
there’s more daylight.”- Daughter and Resident
13. “We can’t talk in the room because her roomate can’t hear very
well and always has the TV on loud. It’s good to get out of the
confining room and be out here where it’s peaceful.” (Daughter
and Resident).
14. “We saw the babies (chicks) through the window and wanted to
come out and see them.”- Companion and Resident
15. (Nurse comes outside. Unexpectedly walks into the rain) “Oh,
it’s raining!” (Looks at resident under patio roof with rain
pouring). “You hear that? You want try it? Walk under the
rain?” (jokingly). Resident: “I would love it...Good for you!
That’s funny.” (Smiles with husband and nurse)

People-Plant Interaction

16. (From under entry patio:Husband):“Sun’s out. You want
to go out?” Resident: “Oh, I’m fine right here.” Husband:
“A good breeze is coming through. It feels nice out there.”
Resident:“Yeah, it feels good.” (Stay outside for 1-1/2 hours)
17. “She loves looking at the flowers. They’re always changing and
we always find something new. We love looking at the plants,
especially the arching one by the covered patio...I come out
here with her everyday...Whoever did the design likes purple...
they did an excellent job!”- Resident and Family Companion
18. “My mother was a gardener so she likes being out in the sun
and fresh air”- Daughter and Resident
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17.

“She loves looking at the flowers. They’re always changing and we always find something new. We love looking at the plants,
especially the arching one by the covered patio...I come out here with her everyday...Whoever did the design likes purple...they
did an excellent job!”- Resident and Family Companion

18.

“My mother was a gardener so she likes being out in the sun and fresh air”- Daughter and Resident

Wildlife
19. “The ducks are our friends. They’re part of the group!”- “The
Group”- three companions with three residents
20. “We really enjoy the ducks. They keep us entertained” (Daughter)... “It’s so cute when the momma takes them (baby chicks)
for a walk (Resident).

Outdoor Activities

21. “Awwwe. Look at the babies! Oh my gosh they’re so cute!...I
saw the baby chicks by the picnic table and came out to see
them really quick.”- Staff
22. “I come out here to socialize. I lived at another home in Port
St. Lucie for 10 months before I came back here. They had a
courtyard space but no one used it because of the glare and
concrete. It didn’t have any plants like this one does. But they
had more games over there and more people willing to play so
it’s a give and take.”- Resident

Level of Care

23. “If we’re here early, we come out before lunch. But we religiously come out after dinner.”- Companion and Resident
24. “I do good. I’m very happy here. Everyone’s nice.”- Resident
25. “The space looks a bit tired. It need more interest. But maintenance and funds might not allow it...The care here is really
good though. It makes-up for anything else.”- Resident and
Son

Outdoor Spaces

Rehab Patients and Family
1. “I go to all the spaces. They’re all very nice. It’s peaceful to
get outside. Patients can get a hospital room anywhere...the
fact that they even bothered...A lot of facilities just lay down
a bunch of concrete...most just do what they have to do, what
the government tells them and just want to make money...This
one’s (rehab center) nice. My doctor recommended this place.
Most aren’t but it’s pleasant here.” (Rehab Patient)
2. “Families appreciate this, especially on Sundays. I’ve heard
a lot of families talk about how much they like these spaces.
I like all of them. You tell Betsy (director) that her favorite
person in the whole wide world said they’re doing a great job.”
(Rehab Patient)
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government tells them and just want to make money...This one’s (rehab center) nice. My doctor recommended this place. Most
aren’t but it’s pleasant here.” (Rehab Patient)

Change of Environment/
Familiar Home-Like Setting

2.

“Families appreciate this, especially on Sundays. I’ve heard a lot of families talk about how much they like these spaces. I like

3. “It’s nice to get out of the stagnation. I’ve been watching T.V.
all day.” (Rehab Patient)... “At home, he’s outside all of the
time. Here, he feels like he’s in a prison so it’s good to be
outside where he can feel more comfortable like at home.”
(Daughter)
4. “It’s boring and depressing in there. This is a nice change.”
(Rehab Patient)...As soon as I came in to visit her, she wanted
to come outside. As a visitor, it’s a lot better to visit out here
than in there. It’s a beautiful set-up.” (Son)

Wildlife

Thermal Comfort and
Sensory Delight

5. “They come and it’s like a depressing thing. It’s nice that they
can come out here for a view and walk your loved one. They
like the views to the parking lots. They see life moving and
it reminds them that there’s a world outside of here.” (Rehab
Patient)
6. “Word travels inside about the baby ducks when they walk
around the circle. Everyone wants to see the babies...We live in
West Palm and there are lots of lakes by our house...the brown
ones are outkasts...that one’s the loner...they have their own
little clicks.” (Husband and Rehab Patient)
7. “She asks to come out. We’ve been everywhere. It helps her
rest. The T.V.s in the other rooms are loud and annoying so we
come out here where it’s calm and you can hold a conversation.” - Husband and Patient

Level of Care
8. “The nurses are excellent. I don’t know when they started their
smile campaign...and the menues are phenominal. We like to
be here as little as possible but OH LORD YES it helps to have
outdoor spaces like this.”(Husband and Rehab Patient)

People-Plant Interaction

Nurses, Therapists, and Staff
1. “We do a nature walk...residents often pick flowers. When we
had the gardenias, those used to be their favorite. They love to
pick those. One time a resident was like ‘there’s my favorite
plant’ and I turned around and it’s gone. It smelled so good.”
(Nurse)
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Outdoor Activities

1.
2. “I bring residents who can’t get out by themselves four times
a day. When they’re restless and yancy, ten-to-fifteen minutes
out here calms them right down. A change of environment puts
them in a better state. I even come-out by myself to walk and
get some fresh air. I’ve worked at some pretty bad facilities
so it makes me feel better as an employee to have an outdoor
space that’s familiar to the residents. It makes it easier with
them.” (Nurse)
3. “I’ve been here for a year and have only taken 6 people outside. Usually, I take a resident out here if they’re not compliant
with doing exercises. I can still stroll them out here and talk to
the resident to calm them down...Sometimes, I’ll even bring
small weights out .”-Physical Therapist

Negative Quotations/Perceptions/Challenges
Change of Environment

Residents, Companions, and Nurse
1. “I can get away from the other residents here...It’s really
horrible at night because they cry and scream and you can’t
sleep.”- Resident

Safety and Accessibility

2. “There’s nothing to draw me out here! It needs more attractive
places and flowers...I come-out here to check things out...the
staff are good about getting things fixed when I tell them to.”Resident
3. “Some of the residents don’t get out here because they don’t
have a family companion or volunteer to accompany them. But
then they would love it!”- “The Group”- three companions
with three residents
4. “A lot of the residents in wheelchairs come out by themselves
and get stuck in the grass from straying off the path (just before
the pond patio). This happens often and a companion will have
to leave their resident to go help them get back on the path.
This sometimes upsets the resident we have to leave.”- “The
Group”
5. “A few of the residents are unwilling to move from their rooms
because they’re self-conscious about their immobility. They
don’t like coming-out and will get agitated if you try to get
them outside.”- Nurse
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. “What’s ashame is that most of the residents don’t get out here
because there’s not enough volunteers. The staff will take them
if they pity them or really need it.”-Companion and Resident
7. “There are only three volunteers here. They need more because
a lot of residents don’t get a chance to come out because they
need someone to stroll them.”- Resident
8. “It would be nice to have a view from my second floor window
but my roomate has it!” (Resident)

Outdoor Activities

9. “I lost an eye and have bad vision in the other. Otherwise, I’m
perfectly fine but I can’t wander far into the garden without my
family or a nurse wheeling me. I can make it to the this table
alright, though.” - Resident
10. “It’s boring in there. There’s not enough activities. I come
out here to get away and meet with ‘The Sisters of Smoking.’
-Resident
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Recommendations

Survey Recommendations
Residents and Patients:
1.
2.

Need more attractive places to draw people out here
Don’t knock-off views of traffic. Residents watch traffic from rooms and
watch the helicoptor.
3. People never sit on the picnic table in the leave on the south end of the pond
patio. Move it to the other side of the pond, in the grass between the palms
4. More information/ a plaque on the donor’s garden and how it came about.
Plaques/stones that educate visitors on how the garden spaces came together.
5. Plant something at each end of the pond patio. Flowers/color at each end
would really brighten it up.
6. The boy scout urn needs to be trimmed
7. A garden between the trees would be nice. Something to make it more attractive (woodland/hosta garden)
8. Colorful lighting in the pond at night. A fountain light.
9. Don’t rake leaves into a pile along the fence.
10. More maintenance on paths and patio: leaves, black stains on concrete
11. More programmed outdoor activities. Outdoor bingo, cards, etc.
12. More color and variety. Anything flowering amongst the green.
Companions/ Family:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Don’t plant shrubs along parking lot fence because residents like watching
the traffic.
More flowers. A butterfly/flower garden.
Continue private path and spaces around the south end.
The cyclone fence next to the pond is a little institutional. I feel like I’m at a
ball park.
The picnic table by the pond is peeling and needs to be painted.
Handrail along the edge of the pond enclave is a great idea
Extend the patio sideways to accommodate more people
The concrete path segments after the courtyard circle needs to be widened
because that’s where residents in wheelchairs always stray of the path and
get stuck.
More flowers and sensory plantings
A vegetable garden or flower garden
More plants and plant labels because many of the residents are not from
South Florida. Plant labels would help facilitate conversation, especially for
gardeners.
The space looks tired. It needs more stuff/interesting plants
No need for children’s features. Children never come here and it wouldn’t
change the pattern.
Need to curb, buffer, or widen the concrete paths coming from the courtyard
circle. Wheelchair and walker users get stuck often here.
More flowers and interesting plants like the arching tree and puple flowered
one by the covered patio.
Planting around the gazebo to tuck it in and take the attention away from the
wall.
More flowering plants
Another gazebo for residents when the other is occupied by staff
More seating in the grassy areas. Move picnic table on side of pond patio.
More volunteers to bring people outside
A “Tiki Bar”
A butterfly garden with flowers, orchids.
Change in grade on side walk needs to be repainted yellow.
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19.
20.
21.
22.

More seating in the grassy areas. Move picnic table on side of pond patio.
More volunteers to bring people outside
A “Tiki Bar”
A butterfly garden with flowers, orchids.

23.

Change in grade on side walk needs to be repainted yellow.

Staff, Nurses, Physical Therapist:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A low handrail for balance and walking exercises along the west side of the
pond patio. It’s flat here and there’s a 4-inch ledge so a rail would add safety
as well as gentle exercise.
More flowers. Some residents would benefit from plant labels and more
recognizable plantings.
Change fountain in circular courtyard. It’s never on and should be fixed for
the enjoyment of residents.
More flowers for “nature walks”
Occupational Therapist: A low rail would be nice for balance exercises
Raised vegetable garden to see things grow
Pull the giant weed on the patio roof
Put Koi in the pond
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